Connect Students to Scholarships with the SAT Suite of Assessments

More Opportunities for More Students

The PSAT/NMSQT® is the qualifying test for the National Merit® Scholarship Program, an academic competition for recognition and scholarships. When students take the PSAT 10, PSAT/NMSQT, or the SAT and say “yes” to Student Search Service®, College Board connects them with our scholarship partner organizations, which could mean money for college. There’s over $350 million in additional scholarships for qualified students from all major demographics. The awards—ranging from $2,000 to full-tuition scholarships—are made possible through our partnerships with these 24 leading scholarship providers:

- ACCESS EXPANDED
  Financial need should never limit a student’s aspirations. Our partnerships have a real impact by clearing a path to college for students. In 2019, students who took the SAT, the PSAT/NMSQT or the PSAT 10:

- Were connected to $33 million in scholarships
- Received over $16.8 million in scholarships from the Washington State Opportunity Scholarship
- Were connected to and ultimately submitted over 18,000 applications to UNCF
OUR SCHOLARSHIP PARTNER LEADERSHIP SAY THE FOLLOWING:

“The George Snow Scholarship Fund greatly values our partnerships with the College Board. Through our partnership we have been able to reach out to over 11,000 students that could benefit from our scholarship opportunities. Through our analysis we know that students that participate in the Student Search Service, and apply for our scholarship, have a high likelihood of receiving educational grants from our organization.”

LESLIE CORNWELL, VICE PRESIDENT OF SCHOLAR SERVICES, GEORGE SNOW SCHOLARSHIP FUND

“The Hispanic Scholarship Fund’s partnership with the College Board has allowed us to expand our recruitment efforts to students from all 50 states and from all economic backgrounds. This type of reach ensures that we find, select, and promote the success of America’s young leaders to new heights. Thank you, College Board, for all the help you have provided over the years!”

FIDEL A. VARGAS, PRESIDENT & CEO, HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND

“The Jack Kent Cooke Foundation is able to reach a diverse group of exceptionally promising students who have financial need through our partnership with the College Board. This collaboration allows us to maximize resources for our Cooke College Scholarship Program, one of the largest undergraduate scholarship programs available to high school seniors. Each Cooke Scholar has access to generous financial support for up to four years, one-on-one advising, internship stipends, access to graduate school funding and the opportunity to connect with a thriving community of fellow scholars.”

GIUSEPPE BASILI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, JACK KENT COOKE FOUNDATION

“The Jackie Robinson Foundation’s partnership with the College Board has been instrumental in helping us identify the students that need our resources and services the most. Our partnership has allowed us to expand our national reach, identify students from underrepresented communities and better evaluate our scholarship applicant pool using Student Search Services. The Foundation looks forward to a long and fruitful relationship with the College Board as they continue to help us reduce and eliminate the widening achievement gap in this country.”

DELLA BRITTON BAEZA, PRESIDENT & CEO, JACKIE ROBINSON FOUNDATION

Complete the Suite

The PSAT/NMSQT and PSAT 10 are part of the SAT Suite of Assessments, an integrated system of tests that measure what students are learning in class and what they need to do well in college. In addition to scholarships, the suite connects students with free practice, fee waivers, and free college and career planning tools.

Learn more at psat.org/scholarships.